In this paper we undertake a large crossdomain investigation of sentiment domain adaptation, challenging the practical necessity of sentiment domain adaptation algorithms. We first show that across a wide set of domains, a simple "all-in-one" classifier that utilizes all available training data from all but the target domain tends to outperform published domain adaptation methods. A very simple ensemble classifier also performs well in these scenarios. Combined with the fact that labeled data nowadays is inexpensive to come by, the "kitchen sink" approach, while technically nonglamorous, might be perfectly adequate in practice. We also show that the common anecdotal evidence for sentiment terms that "flip" polarity across domains is not borne out empirically.
Introduction
Automatic detection and analysis of sentiment around products, brands, political issues etc. has triggered a large amount of research in the past 15 -20 years (for a recent overview see Lee 2008 and Liu 2012) . Early work focused on algorithms for mining sentiment dictionaries (Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown 1997, Turney 2002) ; this was followed by the exploration of supervised techniques (Pang et al. 2002) and, somewhat more recently, by investigations of domain adaptation techniques. Also more recently, the focus has broadened from the detection of polarity (negative/positive sentiment) to more nuanced approaches that try to identify targets and holders of sentiment, sentiment strength, or finer-grained mood distinctions (e.g. Wilson et al. 2006, Kim and Hovy 2006) . Within the polarity detection paradigm, a number of common assumptions have been shared in the community and are frequently repeated in the literature. Two of these fundamental assumptions are:
1. Obtaining sufficient labeled data for supervised training is expensive 2. Sentiment models trained on one domain tend to perform poorly on new, unseen domains A conclusion that is often drawn from these assumptions is that domain adaptation of sentiment models from a domain with sufficient labeled data to a new domain with little labeled data is an important problem and requires new and sophisticated algorithms.
In this paper, we empirically re-examine the assumptions above. Based on a wide range of experiments on 27 different domains, we challenge the conclusion that domain adaptation for polarity detection necessarily requires novel and sophisticated machinery. It is important to keep in mind, however, that our claims are strictly limited to the problem under investigation, namely polarity detection. We do not make any claims whatsoever about domain adaptation for other sentiment-related problems or general problems in machine learning. Based on readily available data from 27 domains, we show that a "kitchen sink" approach where all source domain data are combined to train a single classifier sets a surprisingly high baseline for polarity identification accuracy across domains. We also show on a previously released data set of four domains that the result is competitive with a state-of-theart domain adaptation approach using Structural Correspondence Learning. We then show that a straightforward ensemble learner can, for some domains, improve results further, without any need for specialized learning algorithms. Since most work in domain-adaptation only provides published results on pairwise adaptation between domains and not on multi-domain adaptation, we hope to establish a new baseline for future adaptation techniques to compare against.
Related Work
Of direct importance to the discussion in this paper are results from domain adaptation in polarity detection. One of the earlier successful approaches (Blitzer et al. 2006 (Blitzer et al. , 2007 involved Structural Correspondence Learning (SCL). SCL identifies "pivot" features that are both highly discriminative in the labeled source domain data and also frequent in the unlabeled target domain data. In a subsequent step, linear predictors for the pivot terms are learned from the unlabeled target data and from the source data. Daumé (2007) approached domain adaptation from a fully labeled source domain to a partially labeled target domain by augmenting the feature space. Instead of using a single, general, feature set for source and target, three distinct feature sets are created: the general set of features, a source-domain specific version of the feature set, and a target-specific version of the feature set.
Li and Zong (NLP-KE 2008) explore a classifier combination technique they call "MultipleLabel Consensus Training" which results in better accuracy than non-adapted models on the data sets used in Blitzer et al. (2007) . They also addressed the multi-domain sentiment analysis problem using feature -level fusion and classifier-level fusion approaches in Li and Zong (ACL 2008) . Dredze and Crammer (2008) have proposed a multi-domain online learning framework based on parameter combination from multiple Confidence Weighted (CW) classifiers. Their MultiDomain Regularization (MDR) framework seeks to learn domain specific parameters guided by the shared parameter across domains. Samdani and Yih (2011) propose an ensemble learner that consists of classifiers trained on different feature groups. The feature groups are Chen et al. (2011) use a specific co-training algorithm for domain adaptation on the Blitzer et al. (2007) data set. In averaged pair-wise comparisons they establish gains over a source-plustarget logistic regression baseline. Glorot et al. (2011) investigate a deep learning approach to domain adaptation and report increased accuracy across domains both on the Blitzer et al. (2007) 4-domain data set and the larger Amazon review data set (25 domains) also made available in that release. They also introduce a new metric for transfer learning: Transfer Ratio.
Datasets & Experimental Setup
This section illustrates the datasets, the methods and the setup of our experiments.
Datasets
The datasets we used in our experiments have been obtained from three sources: 1. Amazon reviews 1 : this dataset contains more than 5.8 million reviews. It has been used in previous work on sentiment analysis (see Glorot et al. (2011) ). The Amazon reviews include 25 domains as shown in Table 1 . 2. Hotel reviews 2 : this dataset includes full reviews of hotels in 10 different cities (Dubai, Beijing, London, New York City, New Delhi, San Francisco, Shanghai, Montreal, Las Vegas, Chicago). There are about 80-700 hotels in each city. The extracted fields include date, review title and the full review. The total number of reviews is 259,000. 3. Twitter: this dataset has been obtained and annotated in Choudhury et al. (AAAI 2012) over a 1 year period of time from Nov. 1, 2010 to Oct. 31, 2011. The dataset has been originally annotated for affects. We mapped the positive affects "joviality" and "serenity" to positive sentiment and the negative affects "fatigue", "hostility", and "sadness" to negative sentiment. We selected a balanced dataset of 2,000 tweets from the various months of the collected tweets.
The average review length for the Amazon and hotel reviews is 437 characters and 97 words. In total, we used 27 domains namely the identified based on how stable the feature distribution is across domains, which can either be estimated from the data directly or can be hypothesized based on domain knowledge. 25 Amazon domains, the hotel domain and the Twitter domain. We considered Twitter as a domain though the content of tweets spans multiple domains since it has different characteristics from the product reviews. Tweets are constrained log-likelihood ratio (LLR). Further, we used the accuracy metric to indicate the performance of each of the above four domain adaptation techniques. We also employed the Transfer Ratio metric proposed by Glorot et al. (2011) The Amazon reviews and the hotel reviews are rated between 1 and 5 on a 5 point scale where 1 is the most negative and 5 is the most positive. We have extracted only the reviews that are rated 5 and 1 to represent the positive and negative reviews respectively. Further, we ensured that the datasets we extracted and used for training are balanced between positive and negative reviews. Table 1 summarizes the 27 domains and their dataset sizes including the balanced datasets we used for training.
Experimental Setup
In our experiments, we employed the datasets of the 27 domains mentioned in section 3.1. In each experiment, we have employed one domain for testing while the other 26 domains have been used for training. We compared four domain adaptation techniques: 1. One classifier trained in all source domains.
2. An ensemble of classifiers, each trained on a source domain, combined into an ensemble. 3. The domain adaptation approach proposed in Daumé (2007) . 4. We also compared the results of approaches 1 and 2 to published results on Structural Correspondence Learning (SCL) by using the same datasets as in Blitzer et al. (2007) . In all our experiments, we employed Maximum Entropy-based classification with vanilla parameter settings and feature reduction using ure the performance of the all-in-one and ensemble classifiers. The rest of the subsection illustrates the experimental setup for each of the above four approaches.
In-domain Classifiers
To establish a "ceiling" performance we built an in-domain classifier for each of the 27 domains. The in-domain classifier is trained with a dataset of that one domain and tested on the same domain (using cross-validation). This standard indomain supervised setup establishes an upper bound for classification performance (although in some cases we will see that other techniques can outperform this upper bound). Features consist of binary unigram and bigram features. On average, the total number of features in each domain is 52,039. Feature reduction was performed using LLR, retaining only the top 20,000 most predictive features as established on the training set.
We compare the results obtained from testing each domain with the three approaches to its indomain classifier results.
All-in-one Classifier
The all-in-one classifier is a maximum entropy classifier trained with the source domain datasets merged together. In this setting, the classifier is trained with data from multiple domains, which exposes it to multiple sentiment vocabularies at training time, creating a somewhat domain-independent and general model. The all-in-one classifier is trained with 26 domains datasets while being tested on the held-out 27 th domain.
Ensemble Classifiers
One approach to address the problem of domain adaptation is to construct an ensemble of classifiers, all of which contribute partially to the final result (see Dietterich (1997) for an overview).
We constructed an ensemble of in-domain sentiment classifiers, one for each source domain. There are various techniques to combine the contribution of each classifier in the ensemble. We employed three techniques in our experiment settings: 1. Majority vote: the results are obtained by taking the majority of votes from the multiple classifiers in the ensemble. For example, if 20 classifiers vote positive and only 6 classifiers vote negative, the final result is positive 2. Sum of weights: the results are obtained by summing up the class probabilities from each classifier. 3. Meta-classification: the results are obtained by combining the weight of each classifier's vote in a meta-classifier. The meta-classifier weights are learned through a machine learning model trained on a small labeled set of data from the target domain. We used both logistic regression and SVM to train the meta-classifier. We have experimented with multiple sizes of labeled target data ranging from 5 positive and 5 negative meta-training examples to 50 positive and 50 negative examples. The following steps are used to train the meta-classifier. a) For each review r in the set of labeled data in target domain D that is used to train the meta-classifier; we create a vector V consisting of the vote of each source-domain classifier on r and the label of r. b) We construct a matrix M of the set of vectors Vs created in step 1. c) We employ either logistic regression or SVM. We have used SVM light implementation 3 to train the ensemble using SVM with the matrix M and a radial basis kernel function. For K source domains, the augmented feature space consists of K+1 copies of the original feature space. However, creating three versions of each feature in both the source and the target domains grows the feature space exponentially, which is prohibitive in a many-domain adaptation scenario such as ours which consists of a total of 27 domains. We addressed this challenge by considering the 26 source domains as a single source domain being adapted to the target domain. This setup along with feature reduction enabled us to apply Daumé's approach without too much of an inflation of the feature space. However, we also recognize that this likely compromises the power of the feature augmentation approach. Blitzer et al. (2007) employ the Structural Correspondence Learning (SCL) algorithm for sentiment domain adaptation. Blitzer et al. evaluate the SCL domain adaptation on four publicly released datasets from Amazon product reviews: books, DVDs, electronics and kitchen appliances. In these four datasets, reviews with rating > 3 were labeled positive, those with rating < 3 were labeled negative, and the rest discarded because their polarity was ambiguous. 1000 positive and 1000 negative labeled examples were used for each domain. Some unlabeled data were additionally used including 3685 (DVDs) and 5945 (kitchen). Each labeled dataset was split into 1600 instances for training and 400 instances for testing. The baseline in Blitzer et al. (2007) is a linear classifier trained without adaptation, while their ceiling reference is the same as ours, which is the in-domain classifier trained and tested on the same domain.
Hal Daumé's Domain-Adaptation Approach

Blitzer's Structural Correspondence Learning
We conducted a set of experiments employing the four datasets used for SCL domain adaptation. In these experiments, we compare the results of our all-in-one classifier and the ensemble classifier trained and tested on the four datasets to the results of SCL and its variation SCL-MI domain adaptation as reported by Blitzer et al. (2007) baseline and ceiling in-domain classifiers for the four domains.
Results & Discussion
This section summarizes the results of the experiments described in section 3.2 while further scrutinizing the comparison between the four domain adaptation sentiment analysis techniques. We also report the Transfer Ratio results of the all-in-one and ensemble classifiers. Generally, the all-in-one classifier is closely comparable to the in-domain classifier of each domain
Results
In this section, we summarize the various results obtained from the set of experiments described in section 3.2. In the summary of each experiment results, we also plot the in-domain classifier results of each domain as the ceiling of comparison.
All-in-one Classifier Experiments
In the all-in-one classifier experiments, the sentiment classifier is trained with 26 domain datasets while testing it with the 27 th domain. Table  3 summarizes the results. The results of the allin-one classifier are very close to the in-domain classifiers in most domains except for the apparel, beauty, magazines, outdoor living, office products and software.
Ensemble Classifier Experiments
We produced the results of the ensemble of classifiers using the three settings: majority votes, sum of weights, and meta-classification using both logistic regression and SVM. Table 3 summarizes the results of the three settings used in the ensemble. Table 3 shows that the ensembles with sum of weights and meta-training (SVM sigmoid kernel) are the most comparable to the in-domain classifier of each domain. We also experimented with variations of logistic regression and SVM for meta-training. The non-linear (RBF kernel) SVM meta-classifier outperforms the linear logistic regression model. We have employed two variations of SVM, namely, a radial basis function with gamma 0.01 and sigmoid kernel. In most domains, the SVM model trained with 50 positive and 50 negative feedback examples is not far off the one trained with 5 positive and 5 negative feedback examples. This shows that even with little labeled data in the target domain, the ensemble could effectively combine the weights of the classifier votes. We expect the ensemble to achieve steady but slow performance gains over time while collecting more feedback examples.
Hal Daumé's Domain-Adaptation Approach
We compared the performance of the all-in-one and ensemble classifiers to Daumé's feature augmentation algorithm. Table 3 shows that the all-in-one classifier exceeds Daumé's approach in all 27 domains given our current implementation of Daumé's approach. The ensemble exceeds Daumé's approach on all domains except office, kitchen & housewares, magazines, office products, and tweets.
Structural Correspondence Learning (SCL)
We employed the four domains datasets used in Blitzer et al. (2007) to train and test the all-in one and the ensemble classifiers. We also replicated the in-domain results of these four datasets using our maximum entropy classifier. We compare the results of the all-in-one and the ensemble classifier to the SCL and its variation SCL-MI adaptation techniques using the four datasets used to evaluate SCL and SCL-MI in Blitzer et al. (2007) .
Note that the results published in Blitzer's work represent pairwise domain-adaptation, while our ensemble and all-in-one results are based on training on three of Blitzer's domains and testing on the held-out fourth domain. This makes it impossible to draw a direct comparison, but we can still observe that in general, it is best to simply combine as many domains as possible in an all-in-one or ensemble approach as compared to carefully adapting a single domain. Table 2 summarizes the results of the comparison. Where is the transfer error defined as the test error obtained by a method trained on the source domain S and tested on the target domain T.
is the test error obtained by the baseline method.
The transfer ratio Q also characterizes the transfer but is defined by replacing the difference by a quotient in t:
Domain
InDomain
All-in-one
Ensemblesum of weights Where n is the number of couples (S, T) with S≠T. The all-in-one classifier had a 1.12 transfer ratio across domains, which is very close to the best result of ~1.07 in Glorot et al. The ensemble with Sigmoid kernel of SVM trained on 50 positive and 50 negative feedback examples from the target domain had 1.81 transfer ratio. The ensemble with radial basis function (gamma=0.01) trained on 5 positive and 5 negative feedback examples from the target domain had 1.85 transfer ratio. Note that the transfer ratio of the indomain classifier, which is used a base-line for calculating the transfer ratio is 1. The transfer ratio of the all-in-one classifier is better than the transfer ratio of the ensemble with its two variations.
Discussion
The results in the previous section indicate that both the all-in-one and the ensemble approaches exceed both Daumé's domain adaptation technique on the 27 datasets (given our current implementation of Daumé's approach) and SCL on the four datasets in Blitzer et al. (2007) and that the all-in-one approach achieves comparable results in terms of transfer ratio to Glorot et al. (2011) .
The ensemble approach exceeds the all-in-one in some domains like apparel and automotive. They both are very close in some domains like When comparing the all-in-one and the ensemble approaches on the four datasets in Blitzer et al. (2007) , the all-in-one exceeds the ensemble only in the DVD domain. The ensemble exceeds the all-in-one in electronics and kitchen & housewares. They both perform at the same accuracy level on the books domain.
We have also employed NcNemar significance test between pairs of the all-in-one, the ensemble and Daumé's approaches on the 27 domains. Table 4 shows the significance difference between the approaches' combinations. Finally, we would like to do some initial exploration of the role of features across domains. The commonly held belief is that sentiment indicators such as "hot" can change their polarity from domain to domain (e.g. it is positive in the food domain while it is negative in the negative domain), contributing to the need for domain adaptation. On the other hand, the success of the all-in-one classifier indicates that a greater number of observed sentiment features and more solid statistics on those features are more important than capturing domain-specific polarity changes.
In order to gather evidence for or against these hypotheses, we first calculated the number of overlapping features between each pair of domains within the 27 domains. The average percentage of features that overlap between pairs of domain is only 12.48%. Furthermore, only a very small set of the highly sentiment-correlated features overlap. 16 features overlap among the 27 domains which accounts for only 0.08% of the features. Examples of positive overlapping feature are "highly", "excellent", and "great". Negative overlapping features are "waste", "terrible", and "worst". This low feature overlap of sentiment-bearing features lends some support to the hypothesis that in order to capture a general, large-scale sentiment vocabulary nothing beats diverse and plentiful training data. The low feature overlap also justifies why the all-in-one classifier exceeds the ensemble though the latter has access to some labeled data in the target Second, we examined the question of polaritychanging sentiment features. Among the top 1000 features in each domain ranked by LLR, we counted the common features among multiple domains. The number of common features among 15 domains is 42 features. Only 13 features are common among 20 domains while there are no common features from the highest 1000 likelihood ratio features among the 27 domains. Most features do not flip polarity across domains. For example the word "waste" is common among 20 domains and maintains a negative polarity across the domains. Very few features flip polarity across domains. The word "highly" is shared across 23 domains. It maintains a positive polarity in all domains while it flips in Tools & Hardware. The word "refund" is shared in 20 domains. It maintains a negative polarity in almost all domains except Gourmet Food.
Conclusion
In this paper, we empirically re-examine the assumption that adapting one or multiple domains with plenty of labeled sentiment polarity data to one domain with little labeled data requires new and sophisticated algorithms. We evaluate four domain adaptation techniques on a wide variety of domains in two major groups of state-of-theart datasets. Our experiments show that overall, simple domain adaptation techniques like the allin-one classifier do comparably well if not better than more sophisticated domain adaptation techniques. Combined with the fact that labeled sentiment data tends to be cheap to come by through either the collection of product reviews from the web or inexpensive crowd-sourced labeling, this indicates that in practice, domain-adaptation for sentiment detection might be of less importance than previously claimed.
We also show that the often anecdotally observed "polarity-flip" of sentiment terms from one domain to another in practice is a rather rare occurrence and might not be as detrimental to sentiment domain adaptation as assumed in much of the literature.
